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A Wharfedale Home

Theatre surround sound

system brings the full

scale and atmosphere of

the blockbuster movies into

your own home. Choose

models from the Valdus loudspeaker range with the “5

Star” award winning Valdus Centre Channel speaker

and the awesome Valdus Power-Sub sub-woofer to

make a system that brings drama, excitement and the

terror of the original movie film right into your home.

Saturday nights will never be the same again !

The Valdus Centre

speaker has shielded magnets to allow it to

sit on your television receiver and with three powerful drive

units it projects the sound with a real punch. No longer will

the spectacular; the explosive and the dangerous fall flat

with the limp sound from your television. POWER on;

LIGHTS down; TAPE running; and ACTION !

Buildings collapse; missiles launch; cars explode; and typhoons

smash through the streets and the floor shakes with the heavy,

realistically powerful bass that makes all this drama convincing.

Designed to boost those deep low sounds the Valdus Power-Sub

has two big woofers in an efficient acoustic band-pass

enclosure; driven by a substantial 50 watt amplifier.

With Valdus it pays to fasten your seat belts.
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WWith over 64 years experience in producing loudspeakers

for recording, for rock concerts, for discos, for instruments

ranging from the wickedest rock guitar to thunderous church

organs;

only Wharfedale has the ability to give your music the power,

the realism, the drama that you really deserve.

VALDUS speakers are efficient so you get more sound out

into the room for each watt of power delivered by the

amplifier. VALDUS takes loudspeaker design into a new era;

a new age; a new dimension. Connect-up; Power-up; Volume-up;

and its a new Life and things are getting better.
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Wharfedale has developed a completely

new tweeter for the VALDUS speakers. Designed

to push out the highs cleanly and at real levels

the “0316T” has a super-large 28mm plastic

dome coupled to a coil kept cool by a special

“Ferrofluid” magnetic oil.

The moulded horn shape boosts the sensitivity

and directs the sound to where it is needed — at

the listener; whilst the moulded grid protects the

vibrating dome from “finger” damage.

Building upon their 64 years of experience in the design and manufacture of
loudspeaker drive units Wharfedale have produced a new family of advanced drive
units for the VALDUS range.

Built to be tough and to deliver the goods they all have high-temperature voice-coils
and oversize magnets assemblies so that these “sound-motors” punch out the levels of

bass you need and do it each day and every day. Wharfedale have manufactured
woofers for rock-concerts PAs and for guitar amplifiers. With experience of 24 inch
diameter 1200 watt rated drive-units no-one is better able than Wharfedale to produce

loudspeakers that shake the foundations and survive !

Tough though it is even the 0316 tweeter will blow if it is

driven too hard for too long. And when you hear your music

through VALDUS loudspeakers you will not be able to resist

turning up the level another notch or two. No problem!

Wharfedale’s electronic overload protection is ready to snap in

and save the day when you go too far. When you’ve over-

cooked things it disconnects the tweeter from the signal and

then switches back on again a second or two later.
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